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Margaret Kalms
Margaret Kalms is an artist photographer from 
Australia who has exhibited in Canberra, Sydney 
and elsewhere in Australia. Margaret’s art is 
challenging because of the sensitive topics she 
explores including body image and intimate health 
issues. She has a website where she displays her 
work and thoughts, provides links, information 
and commentary. Her images are symbolic and 
reflective, expressing what it means and feels like 
to be a woman with a focus on what menstruation 
means and feels like. 

Margaret’s motivation comes from her desire to 
give women positive imagery of their bodies, 
including their intimate parts. She has compassion 
for the thousands of women who suffer 
gynaecological health issues. Margaret’s aim is that 
her photographs generate discussion about those 
intimate health and body issues that are often 
hidden or considered embarrassing.

Margaret fully supports the Awareness Centre and 
is thrilled to open her exhibition concurrent with 
the workshop Unleash Your Creativity, hosted by 
Alexandra Pope and Sjanie Hugo Wurlitzer.

Buying prints
Prints are for sale as A3+ sized art prints, printed on 
310gsm Canson rag archival art paper. Multiple 
copies of each image are available.

To buy a print, email Margaret —
margaret@artofwoman.com.au—for a coupon to 
waive shipping costs. Then go to Margaret’s web site
—www.artofwoman.com.au—and make your 
selection from the Gallery Shop page. Your payment 
of $A200 (which is quoted on the website) is about 
£130 and will be managed by PayPal. You do not 
need to have a PayPal account; major credit cards are 
accepted.
You can collect your print from the Awareness Centre 
at the end of the exhibition on 3 December. Contact 
Chrissy Thirlaway (chrissys.email@talktalk.net) to 
arrange  a pickup time.

Note: the offer to wave shipping costs only applies to 
the first copy of each photograph that is collected 
from the Awareness Centre. Subsequent copies of 
prints will be produced in Australia and posted to 
the UK by registered mail. More details are available 
on the Gallery Shop page.
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1 Bullets 2 Cherries

3 Miss 
Menstruation

4 Chance in a 
Million
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5 Roundabout 6 Balancing 
Act

7 Curled in Pain 8 Belly 
Dancing 
Belle

9 Burning Pain 10 Womb

11 Overwhelmed 12 Celestial 
Woman

13 Monthly 
Moons

14 Monthly 
Reflections
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